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GHOSTBUSTERS

Spirits down? Are you plagued by persons from the past who may have given up living, but haven't given up living it up? Are you haunted by ectoplasmic manifestations of extremely deceased individuals? Do things go bump in your nightie?

There's only one thing to do. Let your fingers do the walking through the yellow pages. That's yellow as in ice-cold fear.

And who you gonna call?
Ghostbusters!

Who's better equipped for the task of de-pottergeistizing your place than those three weedy ex-college para-psychologists (Bill Murray, Dan Aykroyd, Harold Ramis) and their no-nonsense colleague (Ernie Hudson)? After their university funding has run out, the professorial trio take to the streets in spiffy jumpsuits, equipped with nuclear accelerators and other snazzy stuff. They claim fame (and countless magazine stories) by entrapping pesky poltergeists, slap-happy spirits and their ilk—for a slight fee.

After seizing the terrors, the Ghostbusters store them in a specially-designed containment chamber in the bottom of their ex-firehouse HQ.

Although the operation seems profitable for the haunted and the hunters, the ever-vigilant Environmental Protection Agency has other ideas. An E.P.A. agent (William Atherton) insists the ghostly captives constitute an unlicensed hazardous waste, and shuts down the electric field containing the evil undead. Ooops!

The supernatural power unleashed is spectacular, allowing that domineering demon from ancient Sumeria, Gozer, to manifest itself further in somewhat mellow dramatic fashion. A vivacious, urban single (Sigourney Weaver) and her nerdy neighbor (Rick Moranis) become the two instruments which may bring about Earth's inevitable downfall. Possessed by Gozer's canine guardians, they join together, hubba-hubba, as only the Gatekeeper and Keymaster can.

As the comic cosmic chaos continues, the ultimate in nastiness assumes sugary form, ambling up Broadway to wreak havoc on the Big Apple. The Stay Puft Marshmallow Man walks the Earth...and men tremble.

All but the Ghostbusters. They're courageous and resourceful—as can be seen when their classified film comedy is re-released for further study this summer. Nuclear accelerators at the ready, they stand together to confront confectionary incarnate as evil knock, knock, knocks on Earth's door. And the Ghostbusters are there to answer.

To some, it's a hobby. To others, a job. But these are men with a mission: Dr. Igor Spengler (Harold Ramis, left), Dr. Ray Stantz (Dan Aykroyd, center), and Dr. Peter Venkman (Bill Murray), three of that quartet known as Ghostbusters.

ABOUT THE POSTER

He's soft, he's cuddly, he's snow white and sugary. And he's about 14-stories high. He's the most fearsome confectionary menace the world has ever known, the Stay Puft Marshmallow Man. Only one force stands against him: the Ghostbusters.